
GIDEON
That is all I heard. 

I was a High Adventure “newbie” in 1980. The fast-moving new radio ministry 
called High Adventure Ministries was bouncing across the globe, adding big 
shortwave radio stations with a view to reach the world, against the Biblical 
backdrop in Matt 24:14:

This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world as a testimony 
to all the nations, and then the end will come. NASB

…and I was heading to California where its headquartered team under founder 
George Otis, managed the exciting growth. Buckled in my seat tightly as our 
aircraft left the runway, I whispered my own expectations to the Lord, as if to tell 
Him what good things we would do for Him. Even as I prayed, I was visualizing 
what glorious global adventures we would begin for Him. I had forgotten that 
2,000 years earlier, Peter had also been excited when He came near the glory and 
power of God…Peter responded and said to Jesus, “Lord, it is good that we are 
here. If You want, I will make three tabernacles here: one for You, one for Moses, 
and one for Elijah.” Matt 17:4 NASB.

My visons of electronic tabernacles were cut short when amidst the roar of 
accelerating engines, I heard one word distinctly and clearly somewhere in 
my thoughts…GIDEON! I had no clue what this was about-but in my Christian 
experience, the Lord had usually led me with short thoughts or scriptures that I 
had to investigate. And when I did during my 4-hour flight, I was shocked and a 
little disappointed.

Gideon was powerfully and specifically called of God to resist the Midianites and 
after his confirming fleece experience, he was busy assembling 22,000 Israelites 
for the attack. But the Lord had a different plan, reducing his numbers until only 
300 remained. And those 300 were equipped with a light inside a jar, a horn and a 
sword. (Judges 6 & 7)

RADIO STRATEGY
Miles faded underneath our plane as I began to see the Biblical version of 
Biblical-style radio strategy…Gideon’s 300 stood on the hill and at a given point, 
broke their jars, allowing light to penetrate the night at the same time the horn 
was sounded…radio is sounded and light comes. And when it does, the enemy 
runs, as did the Midianites. This was the exciting part.

BUT, as Gideon’s 300 ran after the Midianites, the call went out to the rest of the 
House of Israel for help. It was their turn to join the fight-they did and the rout 
was complete. And so was the Word of the Lord to me. High Adventure would 
always be a relatively small radio ministry. But it would start a big fight in the 
heavens, and it would engage other kingdom warriors to join.

And that has been our pattern for over 40 years. Every so often, we get to share 
one of those warriors…
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2002-A GOD MOMENT
Our shortwave radio broadcast to Africa brought an unexpected response. Evans 
Swana was a Zambian prisoner on death row and had found our broadcast; 
resonating with one specific program where our programmer Pastor Lee 
mentioned it was possible to know God’s will. That set off a personal search for 
truth, and with that, a letter to our office. Sarah remembers it well and quickly 
responded, eventually sending support as she was able. Sometimes it was money 
for medicines; others it was spiritual material. Evans also connected with Pastor 
Lee at his Gospel Chapel Church in Pennsylvania.

During a pastoral team meeting, Evans was discussed and it was decided 
someone should visit him. As it happened at that time, there was an elderly 
missionary to Zambia, on furlough to her home church in Minnesota. Soon after 
that, one of Pastor Lee’s team (Pastor Mick) met her and shared with Emma, the 
dilemma that Evans faced-on death row for a murder that he vehemently denied 
committing or even knowing about. Emma decided she must see him.

TEARFUL VISIT
Upon her return to Zambia, Emma went directly to the Kabwe Maximum Security 
prison where she was stopped and turned away. BUT…there just happened to be 
a leader of Zambia prisons within earshot of that conversation and over-rode the 
decision, instead, sending her deep into the most dangerous part of the prison 
where Evans was housed, awaiting his execution.

Within moments, Evans was pouring out his heart to Emma with his gripping story… 

13 years earlier, Evans had been working and sustained a broken arm,  
requiring attention from a hospital. That meant he must travel to Kitwe for  
specific medical help, and that also meant he must stay with a relative he only 
knew at a distance. But what he did not know, was the day before he arrived at 
the relative’s house, four of the males in that house had robbed a property, killing 
the guard in the process.

And just as he arrived, so did the police, arresting everyone, in spite  
of his protests.

And then in court, even as the four accused testified Evans was not involved in 
their crime, the judge did not agree. Evans was also sent to prison to wait his 
execution, where he sat until he heard Pastor Lee on our Bible Voice Broadcast,  
13 years later.

Emma sat directly across from Evans, weeping with him, as he spoke. Nearby 
guards, seasoned by countless hardened criminals and their stories, also wept-
somehow, they knew… Emma left with resolve to take this on…why?

EMMA HUTCHISON
This was (she is with the Lord now) an amazing woman of God who served 
the Lord without question or concern for her comfort. As an elderly female 
missionary, Emma maneuvered Zambian rural communities with the challenge of 
a replacement hip, a replacement shoulder, heart issues that required a pacemaker, 
supported by blood thinners. In our western community, she would be enjoying a 
well-deserved life-extending retirement.

But she was called of God and said so! Pastor Mick relates the story how he 
had been travelling rural north Zambia with her, as part of his own missionary 
training under her direction. At the end of his time, Mick was going to leave when 
Emma suddenly began to bleed from several sources-possibly an issue with her 
medication. Those around her tried to insist she return to the USA immediately, 
but this beautiful, frail woman of God replied she had a call of God and it was not 
finished. She was NOT leaving.
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But they did manage to get her to a Western-style facility (Progress Hospital) in 
Kitwe as Mick travelled home. After a few weeks, the hospital leader shared she 
needed only one more week and she would be OK to move again…her reply…Thank 
you. And would you like to know the vision the Lord shared with me about you?

VISION
Who could resist that? This kind Doctor immediately sat down and heard her 
shocking statement “The Lord showed me you will be building a new hospital” and 
with that, went on to explain in very specific detail, what the facility would be like.

The Dr’s reply was equally shocking; “I have those EXACT plans siting on my 
desk now, and not even my wife has seen them-how could you know? And then 
he answered his own question “This can only be from God” And with that 
exclamation, he made a promise that every Christian worker associated with her, 
would receive medical care from this hospital and never pay anything. Feels like a 
Book of Acts moment!

Mick relates that promise has been kept to this day, even as Emma has gone to 
the Lord!

Each story about Emma’s life convinced me of God’s meticulous preparation and 
intervention in Zambia, weaving our radio ministry into the tapestry He has been 
creating for so many years.

FREEDOM FROM PRISON
Sarah shared the good news with us when Evans was released in 2008,  
completely absolved. Thanks to God, His grace and His people, Evans was  
free to see his family almost 15 years after he was removed from their lives.  
But what about Evans?

Over time, as he had listened to each broadcast and studied the materials his 
growing Western Christian community had been sending, Evans embraced the 
Lord without reservation. And during these times when most would have chosen 
bitterness, Evans chose the Lord, starting Bible studies in his prison inmate 
community. Pastor Mick had at one point sent in a hand-held megaphone so 
Evans could preach…and he did! Many prisoners came to faith in Jesus during 
his incarceration; every week Evans preached to his prison fellowship which had 
grown to 260 inmates. Even some guards attended his services!

FREEDOM FROM BITTERNESS
I sat silently as Pastor Mick related a conversation he and Evans enjoyed upon his 
release. Mick asked what we would have asked “are you angry at the wrongful 
treatment you received”? Evans’ soft response was the opposite of expectations… 
“I am grateful to God for that time in prison. I had been running from God but 
after so long in jail, I finally turned to him. I can now tell you that my words and 
educated responses which you wondered about, were because I was raised by 
missionaries. As I grew older, I rejected God - until I reached prison. But now I am 
truly free and grateful for everything that brought me here.”

CHAPEL IN ZAMBIA
Pastor Mick is a man on fire, just like Pastor Lee, who I have known for so long! 
Their church had stepped into Zambia to support Emma in her quest to free Evans. 
But once on the ground, Pastor Mick fell in love with Zambia and for 6 years, 
served as a missionary under Emma who was a tough, but loving visionary mentor.

Upon Emma’s departure, The Gospel Chapel continued the vision, planting 27 
rural Zambian churches, supporting every-one to this day…they have started 1 
Christian school; 5 rural video Bible schools, and consistently train rural pastors so 
they might lead their congregations in the ways of the Lord!

Their A Look in the Word broadcast goes out faithfully over our partner One Love 
FM Zambia radio network. Most recently, a listener in the latest station just built  
in Mansa, called in with news they were listening to A Look in the Word! Soon it 
will be Samfya!

JUST ONE
So often we have reminded ourselves that the countless hours, finances and 
prayers invested in radio ministry would be worth it for even just one soul. And 
every so often, the Lord reveals to us that one. This time it was Evans, but I know 
that I know… there are others!

And there are many other warrior broadcasters, fighting for souls from their 
microphones; there are many other listeners, scanning their dials for hope, and 
there are many other quiet supporters, giving sacrificially, to keep this radio-
relationship process working as it does. One day we will hear about all of them, 
when all tribes stand before the Lord. Rev 15:4

Until then, we have a big fight underway in the heavens…GIDEON Indeed!
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE PORTION BELOW AND RETURN IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. THANK YOU. 

My gift of   q $50   q $100   q $500   q Other  
 
Make cheques payable to: High Adventure Gospel Communication Ministries
 
Or donate online at www.hagcm.org or via interac e-transfer (Canada Only) using email admin@hagcm.org

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City: ______________________________________________ Province/State: __________ Postal Code/Zip Code: ______________________ 
 
Please charge my gift to my credit card  q VISA  q MASTERCARD q AMERICAN EXPRESS 

Card #: _________________________________________________________________________________ Exp.: ______________________________ 

Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTE: SPENDING OF FUNDS IS CONFINED TO PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS APPROVED BY THE CHARITY. EACH RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS SUCH AN APPROVED 
PROGRAM OR PROJECT WILL BE USED AS SPECIFIED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT WHEN THE NEED FOR SUCH A PROGRAM OR PROJECT HAS BEEN MET, OR CANNOT 
BE COMPLETED FOR ANY REASON DETERMINED BY THE CHARITY, THE REMAINING RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE USED WHERE NEEDED MOST. 

‘A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE  
(18004357352) WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.”  
 WWW.FLORIDACONSUMERHELP.COM

DESIGNATED FUNDS ARE THE ORGANIZATION’S PROPERTY, AND SUBJECT TO THE ORGANIZATION’S EXCLUSIVE LEGAL CONTROL. THEY ARE USED ONLY FOR CHARITABLE 
PURPOSES AND NOT FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE DONOR OR DONOR ADVISOR OR FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE CONFERRING IMPERMISSIBLE PRIVATE BENEFIT.
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